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Table 7.1. Simulation Overview
Debriefing

Educator
Solitary activity to grade students
and appraise the simulation
project
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Students and educator
Collective and interactive, participants step out of their roles and
collectively with the educator
appraise the study experience in
retrospect
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Students
Participants step out of their roles
and look back at the simulation
encounters as an attentive audi-
ence from outside, in hindsight
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Who

Feedback
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Attributes

When

Ongoing, before, during, and after
the simulation

Tools

Registration form and knowledge
quiz before the simulation activities begin
Policy formation and breaking news
activities during the simulation
World politics form after each
round of interteam encounters and
as final feedback after the simulation ends
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What

Grade students and appraise the
Information and evaluations
Information and evaluations
simulation project
Insights, critiques, and ideas for
Self: student and character
Simulation: teams, policy formation, adaptations, mainly spontaneous Students: assignments and participation
during the interactive session
world politics, breaking news,
Simulation: feedback from students
Self: student and character
consecutive rounds
Simulation: teams, policy formation, and educator’s perceptions of the
Learning efficiency: cognitive, beentire project
world politics, breaking news,
havioral, affective
Teaching efficiency: cognitive,
consecutive rounds
behavioral, affective
Study efficiency: cognitive, behavioral, affective
Ongoing before, during, and mainly
after the simulation
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Ongoing, during, and mainly after
the simulation

Rubrics to grade students and apPreparation and opening:
(1) topics for aggregate summary of praise the simulation project
feedback data, (2) theme questions,
(3) guidelines for team presentations, (4) elements of opening
statements by heads of teams
Collective brainstorming
Concluding remarks and implications

and their educator as a learning community, we see debriefing as interactive debates on the main topics of the
simulation, the experiences it produced, and the study efficiency of the project as a whole. During debriefing, the
individual perspectives of each participant mingle with
collective insights of players as teams and the inputs of
the educator as an active moderator who lets various
voices be heard. At the end of the encounter, the educator
leads the task of joining all parts of the simulation puzzle
together to form a comprehensive picture.
Shifting once more, this time from students to dedicated teachers at the heart of the learning process, we
consider assessment as summing up activities in which the
educator grades students, revisits simulation goals, and
evaluates the study efficiency of the simulation project
as a whole. Assessment is also the best time to validate
research-oriented issues, confirm hypotheses that shaped
the plan for the simulation from the start, and verify goal
attainment at different stages of the course.
Any educational experience needs some way of closure,
to draw conclusions. The overview usually starts with the
feedback process by looking back at the simulation experience to bring together reflections and evaluations that

serve as raw material for debriefing and assessment. The
conceptual definitions summarized in table 7.1 indicate
that these three activities are not confined to a postsimulation time. They occur before the simulation, throughout
its activities, and after it ends, whenever and as often as
you plan. This way, the information and evaluations provided by students as feedback can be compared over time,
as table 8.1 on the feedback schedule outlines. Similarly,
debriefing is not a onetime event. Different encounters
may be planned for joint brainstorming between students
and their educator, as table 9.1 on the debriefing schedule suggests. While assessment is a necessity for grading
students as the course ends, a gradual appraisal of the
simulation process lets you cope with the need for adaptations to improve students’ performance. For example,
you may underestimate the workload or the difficulties
students have with decision-making and policy planning.
When you get systematic feedback early on, you can adjust the pace of events, add coaching if needed, provide
more detailed guidelines, and make sure the simulation
process fits your students as best as possible.
Without conducting a progressive simulation overview,
before, during, and after the simulation ends, the learning

